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Abst ract - - ln  this letter, we examine conservation laws for the vibrating membrane which arise 
from Noether's Theorem. We show that for linear membranes Noether's Theorem gives conservation 
laws which appear to contradict the basic assumptions on the model. We then show that the appro- 
priate interpretation of these laws must follow from the nonlinear theory. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this note, we examine the problem of conserved quantities for both the linear and nonlinear 
equations for the vibrating membrane. Since the equations can be derived from a Lagrangian 
in both cases Noether's Theorem gives, using invariances of the Lagrangian, conservation laws 
which reflect hese invariances. 
For the linear membrane translation and rotation invariance, give two conserved quantities 
with no obvious interpretation [1]. In this note, we show using the nonlinear theory that, for 
the nonlinear membrane besides the conservation of the horizontal component of the linear mo- 
mentum and the vertical component of the angular momentum, there are new conservation laws 
which stem from the parametrization invariance. One of them involves the tangential compo- 
nent of the linear momentum along the deformed membrane, the other a quantity related to 
the angular momentum due to the tangential velocity of the membrane. It is the combination 
of these two quantities which gives the conservation laws obtained in the linear theory. Since 
the linear theory for the membrane, to the leading term, parametrization invariance, translation, 
and rotational invariance are the same, it is not possible to use, without careful examination 
of the problem, the general idea of Gelfand and Fomin [2] which suggest o identify in general 
linear momentum as arising from translation invariance and components angular momentum as 
coming from rotational invariance. This general identification may be possible provided that the 
invariances are not degenerated asin the membrane problem that we now discuss. 
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FORMULATION 
The Lagrangian for the linear homogeneous membrane whose equilibrium position is the re- 
gion ~ in the (~, ?7) plane, vertical displacement is z(~, ?7, t) is given by 
(1) 
To use Noether's Theorem [2] to determine the conservation equations, we recall that this result 
states that when the functional 
3(u] = JR F(~, u, Vu) 44 
is invariant under the family of transformations (e << 1) 
C = ¢~(~, u, Vu; ~) ~ ~ + e~i(~, u, Vu), 
u* = v(~, u, Vu; c) ~ u + e¢(~, u, Vu) 
(i = 1, . . . ,  n) for an arbitrary region R, of n-dimensional space, then 
0 
i=1 
on each extremal surface of J[u], where 
i=1 
In the special case of linear membrane taking ~2 = R 2, ~1 = ~, ~2 ~- ~, we find that the 
Lagrangian is invariant under translations. Moreover if z and its derivatives decay fast enough 
at infinity, we have using ~ ~ ~ + e as the transformation that Noethers' Theorem gives 
1 
(z~z~) t = ~ (z~ + z~ - z~,)¢ + (z¢z,),.  (2) 
This is to say that the quantity zezt is conserved. This has no obvious interpretation. 
If zezt is to be identified with horizontal momentum with a straight forward application of the 
results [2], we arrive immediately to the presence of a horizontal motion in a linear membrane. 
This is not consistent with the physical picture that linear membranes have only a vertical motion. 
In the same way due to the rotation invariance 
~ --* ~cose + ~sine, rT--* -~s ine + r/cos e, 
Noether's Theorem gives the conservation law 
(3) 
which again has the same problem as the previous quantity, since the vertical motion of the 
linear membrane can not contribute to a z component of the angular momentum as suggested by 
straight forward application of the interpretation i  [2]. 
In order to give the proper interpretation f these quantities we now consider a nonlinear model, 
which linearizes to (1), where the conservation laws have a consistent physical meaning. We then 
study these laws in the linear limit to obtain the appropriate understanding and interpretation 
of equations (2) and (3). 
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CONSERVATION LAWS FOR THE NONLINEAR MEMBRANE 
We know consider a special case for the nonlinear membrane [3] which for small amplitude (to 
be made precise later) linearize to equation (1). In this case the Lagrangian is 
) L= dt -F ( ]x~Ax ' I -1 )  d~d~dt. 
In this formulation, a typical material point of the membrane is defined with its coordinates (~, 7) 
in the planar equilibrium configuration by x(~, 7). The position of this material point at the time t 
is given by x(~, 77, t). 
The first term corresponds to the Euclidean norm of the velocity and is identified with the 
kinetic energy. The elastic energy F is to be specified. 
L inear  Momentum for the  Nonl inear  Membrane  
The Lagrangian L is invariant under displacement of the membrane position. Thus, using 
Noether's Theorem with the transformation x* = x + e, y* = y, z* = z and no changes ~, lh 
and t we obtain, denoting Ix~ A xnl - 1 by u, the following conservation law: 
r )] r, )] 
LIx~ ^  x,I , '  
(4) 
which clearly is the conservation of linear momentum in the x direction, as for a system of 
particles. A new conservation law arises since the Lagrangian is invariant under displacement of 
the parametrization, ~* = ~ + e, ~ = y*, t = t* and no changes in x, y, and z. This invariance 
gives the conservation law 
[ 1 ] 
(xt" x~) t = ix~F'(U)A xnl ( Ix¢12 Ix't2 - (x~. x,)  2) + ~ ]xtl 2 - F(u) ~. (5) 
Note that the left-hand side of (4) is the time variation of the horizontal component in the 
x direction of the linear momentum. On the other hand, the left-hand side of (5) is the time 
variation of one tangential component (with respect o the membrane) of the linear momentum. 
A new conservation law is obtained by subtraction of (4) from (5). Using the linear approxi- 
mation, i.e., when x = ~ + ~(~, 7, t), y = ~ + ~5(~, 7, t), z = z(~, 7, t) which neglects ~, 0 as second 
order as compared to the small vertical displacement z. In the difference between equations (4) 
and (5), we obtain 
) ( 1 ) ]  1 z~) +F" (0)  ~ ~ . +3 + + 0. + + z, 
(6) 
For the case F(u) = u2/2 + u, which is equivalent to (z~ + z2~)/2, we obtain 
1 2 (7) 
which coincides with (2). 
This conservation law can now be interpreted as follows: the momentum can be decomposed 
as the vertical (0, 0, zt) and horizontal components, this is, 
x, = (o, o, ,,) + (:~,, 0,, o). 
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Thus, the left-hand side of the subtraction of equations (4) and (5) can be written in the form 
xt.  (xe - (1,0, 0)) = (0, 0, zt). ((1, 0, z¢) - (1, 0, 0)) + (0, 0, zt)- (~¢, ~j~, 0) + (xt, Yt, 0). (~¢, ~¢, z¢). 
We observe that to leading order ztz~ is nothing but 
(0, 0, z~). (1, 0, z¢), 
which is the projection of the vertical momentum along the tangent vector (in the direction of 
the invariance) of the linearized membrane position. This gives an interpretation consistent with 
the linear theory. 
This peculiar conservation law arises from the fact that, in the linear approximation, parametri- 
zation, and translation invariance are indistinguishable to leading order. Due to the fact in the 
linear approximation, the contributions of the horizontal momentum cancel from (4) and (5) 
leaving only the appropriate projection of the vertical component. 
Angu lar  Momentum for the Membrane  
We now consider the situation for the angular momentum. We give the same arguments as 
before. The Lagrangian is invariant under rotation of the membrane position. Thus, using 
Noether's Theorem with the transformation 
x* = x cos e + y sin e, y* = -x  sin e + y cos e, 
we obtain the usual conservation of the vertical component of the angular momentum 
((xAx')3) = i l x~x, I  - Ax')3(xe" 
f F'(~) ( ,)] (8) 
L Ix~Zx,  I \ (xAxn)31x{12--(xAx¢)3(x{'xn) ' . l  ' + 
where U3 indicates the vertical component of the vector U. 
However, just as in the case of the linear momentum, we have parametrization invariance under 
the transformation 
~* = ~ cos ¢ + 7 sin c, 7* = -~ sin e + 7 cos c. 
Thus, Noether's Theorem gives the conservation law 
r x.)0+l ] (x~. (~x,, - 7x~) h = ~ L Ix~Zx,  I Ix, I ~ - (x¢. ~ Ix~l 2 - F(u) n 
1 ] (9) 
-n  LIx, f F'(~)^x,i ( Ix`12 Ix'12 - (x , .  x,) 0 + ~ Ix, I ~ - F(u) , 
To compare these two conservation laws with the corresponding one of the linear membrane 
given in equation (3), we need to approximate the vector x around (~, 7, 0) up to second-order 
terms. Let x -- (~ + 2(~, 7, t), 7 + Y(~, 7, t), z), with &, ~ being terms of second order. Thus, up to 
second-order terms the conservation law (8) becomes 
( )] (~lt - 75ct)t = -7  F'(O) (z 2 - z~) + f"(O) 5c¢ + Yv + ~ (z~ + z 2) - ~ [f'(O)zczn] ~ 
¢ (10) ( , )] + ~ F'(O) (z~ z 2) + F"(O) ~2~ + ~. + ~ (z~ + z 2) + 7 [f"(O)zczn]n 
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and (9) takes the form: 
(~ (ztz~ + ~t) - ~ (ztz~ + ~t))t = ~ F"(o) ~ + ~ + ~ (z~ + z~,) + ~zt 
[ ( 1 
- n f"(0) e~ + 37 + ~ (z~ + 
(ii) 
As in (8), the left-hand side of (10) is the time variation of the vertical component ofthe angular 
momentum, up to second-order approximation. Meanwhile, the left-hand side of (11) is the 
vertical component ofthe angular momentum due to the tangential component ofthe velocity. To 
see this, consider the following two independent tangential vectors to the membrane T1 = x~/Ix~[ 
and T2 -- x~/[x~], then the tangential component of the velocity is 
VT = (v. T1)Tx + (v.T2) T2. 
Considering only second-order terms, we have 
VT = (;~t -t- ZtZ~, Yt "~ ZtZ~, 0). 
If we subtract (11) from (10), one gets the time variation of the vertical component ofthe angular 
momentum due to the velocity normal to the membrane and it is given by 
1 t 12]  
[~ztz, 1- ~?ztz~] t = ~ ~F;  (z 2 - z~) - 5zt  + ~ [F'(O)z¢zv] ~ 
, 
which is equal to (3) when F'(0) = 1. As before, the conserved quantity in the left-hand side of 
equation (3) is the angular momentum, relative to the z axis produced by the projection of the 
vertical velocity of the membrane (0, 0, zt) along the normal to the membrane as given by the 
linear theory. In this, the radius is taken to be (~, ~) which is the underformed one. Again this 
gives a consistent interpretation in the linear approximation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown how strange conservation laws for the linear membrane arise as limits of simple 
conservation laws for the full nonlinear membrane. It was shown how a consistent interpretation 
is possible in terms of the linear theory. However this interpretation does not follow from the 
proposal of Gelfand and Fomin since in the linear membrane two different invariances become 
indistinguishable. In conclusion, care must be exercised since straightforward interpretation of
approximations may lead to apparent inconsistencies. 
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